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Election Day Research
On election day, MRC and McLaughlin & Associates surveyed
1,000 voters.

• 36% of Biden voters were unaware of the evidence linking

Joe Biden to corrupt financial dealings with China through his
son Hunter.

• Thirteen percent of these voters (or 4.6% of Biden’s total
voters) say that had they known these facts, they would NOT
have voted for the former Vice President.

Election Day Research
• Lowering Joe Biden’s total votes by 4.6% would have resulted in
President Trump receiving 289 electoral votes.

States moved to
Trump column:
- Georgia
- Pennsylvania
- Arizona
- Wisconsin

As reported currently

With 4.6% fewer votes for Joe Biden

MRC Media Analysis
MRC has been tracking and
reporting on stories throughout
the 2020 campaign that the
media have deliberately underreported or completely ignored.

For example:

MRC and The Polling Company surveyed 1,750 Biden voters
November 9-18 across the seven closest states* to assess their
awareness of several news stories and how it might have
affected their votes.
The margin of error for the study is +/- 2.34%

* AZ, GA, NC, NV, PA, WI, MI

Survey Questions
We asked Biden voters if they were aware of the following stories:
• Hunter Biden’s financial dealings with foreign countries
• 3Q annualized GDP growth of 33.1% – the highest rate of growth ever
• The creation of over 11 million new jobs May-September 2020
• The negotiation of multiple peace agreements between Arab nations and Israel and
the subsequent Nobel Peace Prize nominations
• The sexual assault accusation against Joe Biden from the 1990s
• Sen. Kamala Harris being rated the most left-wing senator, even to the left of Sen.
Bernie Sanders
• The $10 billion effort to expedite the development and production of Covid-19
treatments and vaccines
• The U.S. achieving energy independence under President Trump

Biden Voters Unaware of Top News Stories
% Biden voters
unaware

Kamala Harris rated most left-wing senator
Arab-Israeli peace agreements
$10 billion Covid-19 treatments effort
11 million new jobs May-September 2020
3Q annualized GDP growth of 33.1%
Energy independence
Sexual assault accusation against Joe Biden
Hunter Biden’s financial dealings
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Survey Questions
After each question, for those unaware of each news story,
we asked
If you had been aware of this would you have:
•
•
•
•
•

Still voted for Joe Biden
Voted for Donald Trump
Voted for a 3rd party presidential candidate
Skipped voting for president but voted for other offices
Not voted at all

Findings
If they had been aware of …

Kamala Harris rated most left-wing senator
Arab-Israeli peace agreements
$10 billion Covid-19 treatments effort
11 million new jobs May-September 2020
3Q annualized GDP growth of 33.1%
Energy independence
Sexual assault accusation against Joe Biden
Hunter Biden’s financial dealings

% Biden voters that would
NOT have voted for him
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Summary
17 percent of Biden voters said they would NOT have voted for

him had they been aware of AT LEAST ONE of these stories.
An informed public would have resulted in these states moving to the
Trump column, giving him 311 electoral votes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arizona
Georgia
Michigan
Nevada
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

